
Unwind
By Todd Carter Koeppen

Fm                                      C7                 Fm                                      C7        Fm
Lift up your ears hear what never will be, Lift up your eyes there is nothing to see
Fm                                            C7                            Fm                                      C7          Fm
All that you’ve worshipped that never could sway, Is filled with the reasons that kill every day

Fm                            C7                  Fm                                                    C7                    Fm
Claim no position to change such a sight, Well be what you be friend and wish what you might
Fm                                      C7      Fm                                                    C7             Fm
Rarely a difference would ever  be made, The shiners will shine and the faders will fade

              C#                                    G#                                   C#                                    G#
D#
But with faith as my guide and the truth up my sleeve, I will shout at the crowd till the doubters believe
               Fm                                     C7                Fm       D#                        C#    D# C7     Fm
That the twists and the turns will be righted when it all unwinds, All in good time, it will unwind

Fm                                      C7         Fm                                      C7              Fm
Hold no excuses you’ll get none from me, Wisdom is fickle and answers will flee
Fm                                      C7          Fm                                                  C7             Fm
Just do what you can only wasters dismay, The shiners will shine and the faders will fade

              C#                                    G#                                C#                                    G#
D#
But with hope as my fuel and the dream on my back  I will work for the love and be paid with the lash
                Fm                                     C7                Fm          D#                      C#    D# C7
Fm
Cause the twists and the turns will be righted when it all unwinds, All in good time, it will unwind

Instrumental  Vamp on Fm; D#-C#-D#-Fm-D#-C#-D#-C7-Fm

Choose with great care every step that you lay, Both fate and judgement expect to be paid
Answer your demons or answer their crimes, Options like candles will burn out in time

             C#                                 G#                              C#                          G#            D#
Let the simplest of truths put an end to your plight, It’s at my discretion but try as I might
            Fm                                     C7                Fm          D#
All the twists and the turns will be righted when it all unwinds
                   C# D# C7      Fm                   D#                       C#-C-F
All in good time it will unwind, It will unwind, all in good time
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Sunshine
By Todd Carter Koeppen

D                                    E7      F                  E7             D
Some people got a lot of lucky, some people got a lot of try
D                                                E7
Some people think that they are always on the brink,
                             F                            E7                     D
Some fear they’re doomed to suck the bottom till they die
C7                                                 D                    C7                                 D
I’m right there somewhere in the middle, seems every door I try shuts me out
G                       D                         Bm          E7                                            A7
I could give up, I could sit and pout, but the blessings that I’ve got give me all the things that count

CHORUS
         D                     A                    G                 D                E7                A7
I got sunshine, I got peace of mind, God is walking with me everywhere I go
                    D                                      Bm
Though my pockets are not full, see I’ve got a heart of gold
            E7                      A7                 G          D
And it seems to be getting me where I want to go

D                                       E7      F                        E7                   D
Now all around me I hear voices advising to accept what I’ve received
D                                              E7                 F                               E7                        D
They say I made all the wrong choices, but I guess that all depends on what you believe
C7                                                      D                   C7                                             D
And I believe appearances are deceiving, cause the bottom is where everyone must start
                               G                                A                           D                               Bm
Still, you’re gonna see what you’re gonna see, and that’s the way things are gonna be
                   E7                                                       A7
So it won’t matter what I show you, but what I’ve got down in my heart

CHORUS
Bm                                                F#               Bm                                           F#
Now it don’t defy logic or understanding, and no I don’t find it that hard to believe
G                                                     D    Bm           E7
Any time this world gets too demanding I still can find some pleasure knowing
                A7
That I’ve got everything I need

CHORUS
CHORUS
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Send Me
By Todd Carter Koeppen

C/A  D/A  A    C/A  D/A  A
C/A  D/A  A    C/A  D/A  A

A                  C/A               D/A                   A
I served the feeder and he fattened up my life
A                  C/A                    D/A                  A
He fed me questions, fed me culture, fed me lies
A                       C/A                    D/A             A
Blinded by my wants I couldn’t see what I missed
A                         C/A                   D/A                   A
Still I knew there had to be more to my life than this

____________________________________________________________________

CHORUS
              C   D       A
Cause I know for sure
         C               D                     A
That life is only living for you Lord
                C          D                   A
And you paid so dear for me to see
                           C                  D                               A
So when you’re sending out believers, please send me

____________________________________________________________________

   A                        C/A                     D/A                        A
I clung to my own truths until they changed before my eyes
A                        C/A                         D/A                   A
Years of misconceptions filled with shame and my surprise
        A                      C/A                D/A                A
So I counted all my questions and bid them farewell
A                      C/A                      D/A                   A
I would not let answers drag my soul down into hell

____________________________________________________________________

CHORUS
              C   D       A
Cause I know for sure
         C               D                     A
That life is only living for you Lord
                C          D                   A
And you paid so dear for me to see
                           C                  D                               A
So when you’re sending out believers, please send me
____________________________________________________________________



 A                                                      C/A
Won’t you, Won’t you, Won’t you send me
D/A            A                               C/A        D/A                 A
Won’t you send me, Won’t you send me, oh won’t you send me
                   C/A      D/A                    A                              C/A            D/A         A
Won’t you send me,       Won’t you send me, won’t you, won’t you, won’t you oh   oh   oh

____________________________________________________________________

A                           C/A                          D/A                   A
I gathered all my strength to change direction on my path
A                       C/A                  D/A                          A
Let my wisdom fail me, let my friends all turn their backs
A                      C/A                    D/A               A
All I know will crumble as will everything I own
A                 C/A               D/A                   A
So I give it all and let salvation be my home

____________________________________________________________________

CHORUS
              C   D       A
Cause I know for sure
         C               D                     A
That life is only living for you Lord
                C          D                   A
And you paid so dear for me to see
                           C                  D                               A
So when you’re sending out believers, please send me

____________________________________________________________________

 A                                                      C/A
Won’t you, Won’t you, Won’t you send me
D/A            A                               C/A        D/A                 A
Won’t you send me, Won’t you send me, oh won’t you send me
                   C/A      D/A                    A                              C/A            D/A         A            C/A
Won’t you send me,       Won’t you send me, won’t you, won’t you, won’t you oh   oh   oh

D/A  A  C/A  D/A  A
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Give love A Try
By Todd Carter Koeppen

CHORUS:
F#                                       B           C#    F#      B           C#     F#        B          C#          F#
We’ve got to look through different eyes, lead a different life, a new direction takes you too
B               C#     F#   D            E       F#
Let’s give love a try, let’s give love a try

F#                            B                     F#-E-F#-G#-F#            B                           C#
I won’t pretend I’m holding all the answers, I barely hold enough to make my way
F#                            B           F#-E-F#-G#-F#  D          E                     F#
As I approach the Lord for my direction realities reshaping every day
F#                            B                     F#-E-F#-G#-F#                                 B                     C#
Too many cry for change but shun the questions, and some have read the Bible all their lives
F#                            B           F#-E-F#-G#-F#           D                        E                  F#-E-F#-G#-F#
How many see the words but miss the meaning, only deeds show what we hold inside
D                                 E                     F#-E-F#
And every deed shows what we hold inside

CHORUS
F#                            B                           F#-E-F#-G#-F#                                    B
C#
Instead we shed the blood of saints and prophets, we’ve drank from all the works they left undone
F#                            B                                 F#-E-F#-G#-F#   D              E                  F#-E-F#-G#-F#
And still their words ring truer through the silence as we reap from all that we’ve begun
D                         E                     F#-E-F#
As we reap from all that we’ve become

CHORUS
CHORUS
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All I Want
By Todd Carter Koeppen

D                A                      G            A
I know this world is prone to turn on you
         D                       A                    G    A
Well count on me for all a friend can do
     G       A                      D
In troubled times I’ll bring you understanding
     G                      A                           D
In joyful times I’m smiling there with you
      G                    A                     D
And in return my friend I ask for nothing
              G                   A                     D         D-A-G-A-D-A-G-A
Because love for me is all I want from you

                    D                A           G            A
Now I know it’s in your nature to stray sometimes
D                        A                      G            A
I’m not saying I like it when you do
       G       A                      D
But when you tire of chasing after false hope
G       A                            D
When you call have faith cause I’ll come through
         G                        A                            D
And when you turn I’ll be right where you left me
              G          A            D                  D-A-G-A-D-A-G-A
Because love for me is all I want from you
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Turning
By Todd Carter Koeppen

Vamp on Em
Em-D-B7-Em    Em-D-B7-Em

Em        D                         B7          Em                          D                           B7   Em  C-D-
EmVamp
Lack of reason can spread like a disease when facts are fashioned to shade reality

EM              D                        B7        Em              D                       B7             Em
Starved crusaders that wreak of empathy reach for answers that no one really sees
Em         D                        B7              Em    Em     D                    B7                Em
Nothing changes yet somehow we digress, truth is constant confusion never rests

CHORUS
C         D              Em  C                 D                           Em
Everybody’s turning, everybody’s pushing their own mind
C                        D                        Em          D         C    Cdim
They want more than to win, they want you to give in
         Am                 B7                      Em vamp
Well, consequences come with every side

Em      D                B7          Em
do do do do do do do do do do
Em      D                B7          Em
do do do do do do do do do do
       Em             D                      B7                      Em        Em              D                     B7
Em
So, here’s your options, they’re all the world presents, be mashed and twisted into all that you resent
      Em              D                         B7                       Em         Em     D                            B7
Em
Or show some backbone, those fears that stem from need are not as frightening as when you finally see,

CHORUS
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Martyr’s Song
By Todd Carter Koeppen

Am         G                        D
You can take it upon your head
Am         G                        D
You can take it upon your brow
C          G                 F
Oh, but I obeyed my calling
C    B                        Am
I’m leaving this world now
Dm                                C                             G
Yes I listened when the signs called out their warning
Dm     C                   G  -- E7 -- Am
And I held on to the truth

Am                  G                            D
You know this world can take your soul
Am    G                        D
Let it in it will drag you down
C             G                   F
Don’t get caught up in the bliss
C                  B                        Am
Because the smile is masking a frown
Dm                                C                             G
It’s a frown that’s been worn throughout the ages
Dm     C              G  -- E7
On a face sent to deceive
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The Door
By Todd Carter Koeppen

Eb
Look at your patterns, recount every action, as you think through
Eb
Don’t try undoing, your reasons won’t fool me, I have the view
Ab                           Bb
Come to me all you cover is seen
        Eb         Db                 Ab
And all your answers need more
Ab
Where’s the life in it
          Bb                                  Eb
Let it go and come answer the door

Eb
Why can’t you see where excuses are leading
I’ve heard them all
Eb
You’re barely guessing when you know the questions
You ask them wrong

Ab                           Bb
Come to me all you cover is seen
Eb         Db                 Ab
And all your answers need more
Ab
Where’s the life in it
Bb                                        Eb-Cb-Ab
Let it go and come answer the door
Ab
Where’s the life in it
Bb                                     Eb
Let it go and come answer the door

Instrumental Eb
Ab                           Bb
Come to me, I am all to believe
Eb  Db        Ab
I      am  the more
Ab
There is life in me
Bb                                          Eb-Db-Ab
Let it in when you answer the door
Ab
There is life in me
Bb                                  Db
Let it in when you answer the door
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A Step in Faith
By Todd Carter Koeppen

Ab           Bb/AbBass     C#/AbBass   Ab  Ab           Bb/AbBass     C#/AbBass   Ab

Ab           Bb/AbBass     C#/AbBass   Ab
Seek the answers out, truth won’t be denied
Ab              Bb/AbBass              C#/AbBass      Ab
Keep your hopes up dear, cause hope can come alive
Ab                            Bb/AbBass         C#/AbBass   Ab
And if you use your patience up, well it can be restored
Ab                         Bb/AbBass              C#/AbBass      Ab
Just take a step in faith my friend, your faith won’t be ignored

Eb                                                     C#                   Ab
You’ll meet many people who will tell you many things
Eb                                                         C#                       Ab
Some are filled with reasons that can compromise your dreams
Fm                        Eb               Bb7
But reasons only get into the way
Bbm                                                   C#          Eb
Let them know you’re looking for a better way

CHORUS
Ab           Bb/AbBass     C#/AbBass   Ab
Seek the answers out, truth won’t be denied
Ab              Bb/AbBass              C#/AbBass      Ab
Keep your hopes up dear, cause hope can come alive
Ab                            Bb/AbBass         C#/AbBass   Ab
And if you use your patience up, well it can be restored
Ab                         Bb/AbBass              C#/AbBass      Ab
Just take a step in faith my friend, your faith won’t be ignored

Eb                                                     C#                   Ab
And on your way some friends may try to pull you back
Eb                                                     C#                        Ab
Seeing your accomplishments as something that they lack
Fm             Eb               Bb7
Don’t ever let it end that way
Bbm                                                   C#          Eb
Let them know you’re reaching for a better day

CHORUS
Ab           Bb/AbBass     C#/AbBass   Ab
Seek the answers out, truth won’t be denied
Ab              Bb/AbBass              C#/AbBass      Ab
Keep your hopes up dear, cause hope can come alive
Ab                            Bb/AbBass         C#/AbBass   Ab
And if you use your patience up, well it can be restored
Ab                         Bb/AbBass              C#/AbBass      Ab
Just take a step in faith my friend, your faith won’t be ignored
BASS FADE
Just take a step in faith my friend, your faith won’t be ignored
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